


◆Approach
Take bus/mini-bus to
HKUST North Gate, there
is a path leading to
concrete stairs near the
bus station. Follow the
stairs all the way to Pak
Shui Wun beach, walk to
the south and you will
see the giant Bonanza.

Getting to the Ship of Norse from Bonanza,
you need to find the fixed handline behind
the Bonanza and scramble following this, be
careful of wet rock platform and the creek in
the middle of the approach.



◆Chris’ Secret Hidden Bonsai Bonanza
1. Gold Digger sds v7
Start at the low juggy horizontal crack and reach the start
hold of 4. Follow 4 to finish.
1a Mine Dynamite sds v6
Same start as 1, reach to a good jug on left, break to the
top by going up instead of traversing (hence follow 5)
2. Skull Coin v4
Start on a horizontal jug, reach to a good hold on left,
break to the top following up as 5.
3. Dirty Mine v4
Same start as 2, reach directly up the slopy right arete,
finish following up this.
4. Make It Rain v5
Start on a horizontal jug, reach to a good hold on left, make
tricky moves to gain the jug of the right start of 7, follow
this to finish.



5. Vault Faith v2
Start on a good horizontal jug, reach to the top through the good holds.
5a Start on the same as above, reach to the left and finish same as 7.
6. Black Gold v1
Same start as 5, break top trending a bit left with good holds
7. Vault Hunter v2
Double start on a mini platform on left and a good jug on right, finish above.
X. Project
Start below the hold marked “start hold” in the picture above. Reach to start of 1 and
climb following this.

8. Leap of Fame v4
Start at a pinch, reach for the
side pull pinch above, get the
left hand good crimp and
jump!

8a Just Round the Corner v3
Same start as 8, after getting
the next pinch then move
right to finish above.



9. Gold Rush v7/8
Start at the good sloper, make
compression moves to the top. A bit
easier for taller climbers.

10. Runes of Power v10?
Same start as 9, get the good undercut on
left, the poor crimp above, then wish you
can stick the next sloper.

Matthew Sze flying off the sloper of Runes of
power after sticking on it for 0.5 second.

Caution!
The only way to get back to the ground
after topping out is down climbing the
easiest line “Gold Water v1”, make sure
you put a pad below when down climbing



11. Lucky Clover v4
Start at a hold with trace of cement (might be put on by hikers?), reach for the higher
platform and finish by pulling on pockets above.

11a Lucky Clover sds v6
Start at a good crimp and make powerful moves then get the start of 11.

12. Gold Water v1
Same start as 11, move left to an easier finish after reaching the platform

12a Gold Water sds v5
Same start as 11a finish as 12.

13. Tension of the Game v5
Start at two undercuts next to each other, step on the slab below and slap onto the good
crimp above your head, lead to an easy finish.



A. Edge of the Sun v2

Double start on a good side pull
on left and a crimp on right,
reach to top trending left.

B. Edge of the Moon v3

Double start on a good side pull
on left and a crimp on right,
trend right onto the slab face
above.

Slap High v3

Start on a slopy hold, then make
tricky moves to the top until
you trend all the way left.

Jamie on Edge of the sun.



◆Ship of Norse
1. Marksmanship V3
Start at the crimp and pull directly to finish (the blocks of good foot holds on the right can
be used) .
2. Kraken Slayer V4
Same start as 1, get the left-side good pocket and finish above.
3. Serpent V5
Same start as 1, get the left-side good pocket, traverse all the way to the same finish as 9,
avoid using the hold on the top of the blocks.
4. Nordic Wind V2
Start at the good pocket, finish directly above.
5. Battleship V3
Start at the good pocket, traverse further to the left to good holds and finish above.
6. Magni Bicep V6
Double start at two undercuts, use bicep power to launch yourself up, finish directly above.
7. Columship V7
Start on the good jug and make powerful moves to gain the good hold on the right, finish
above.
X Columship (elimination) V9
Same as 7, but eliminate the pinch located in the green circle.
8. Winter Fang V5
Start at the good jug, make wise moves to get the side pull and good crimp, finish directly
above. (Bring a knee pad if needed!)
9. Horn of Valkyries V6
Start at the good jug, move left to get the crimps and make powerful moves to get the
good holds above.



◆Campus Wall
1. Over3, explode4 v4
Start at a good undercut, make powerful moves to gain the top.

2. ChibLib life v5
Double start on a crimp on left and side pull on right, do powerful gaston on the cracks to
squeeze up.

3. Scholarship sds v5
Double start on an undercut on the left and in the middle of the bulging block, pull up to
the start of 3a and finish along this.

3a Scholarship v2
Start on a big pinch, use the bulging pinches above to gain the top.

4. 830 lesson v2
Start on a good crimp, make tricky moves along the cracks to top.

X Flying GPA
Potential mega dyno project, start on a good jug and launch yourself up to the top.



The left part of
the wall has some
potential lines,
but they are only
revealed on low
tide days.

These two blocks maybe tempting to climb, but the left one has
an uneven landing, and the right one is a tall tower with loose
rocks, so climbing on them is not suggested.


